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Human Responsibility
Is a human overseeing the final research output?

Given that generative AI can't guarantee the 
truthfulness or traceability of content, human 
oversight is essential for steps like data 
interpretation, manuscript writing, peer 
review, research gap identification, and 

hypothesis development.


Human Involvement
Are humans actively evaluating research funding proposals?

Avoid sole reliance on generative AI tools for 
evaluations; human assessment should be 

involved.


Reviewer Clarification
Are reviewers indicating their level of reliance


on generative AI?

Journals should ask reviewers to specify how 
much they used generative AI in their reviews.


AI Use Disclosure
Is the use of generative AI tools


for evaluating research proposals acknowledged?

Research funding organizations should be 
transparent about how they are using 

generative AI in their evaluation process.

AI Acknowledgment
Are you disclosing your use of generative AI


in publications?

Always specify which tasks in your research 
involved generative AI when presenting or 

publishing.


Editorial Disclosure
Is the journal acknowledging its use of generative AI


for peer review or selection?

Transparency regarding the use of generative 
AI tools in the editorial process is vital.


Tool Transparency
Did you specify which generative AI tool


and version you used?

It's essential to detail the AI tool and its 
version used in your research for 

transparency.


Open Science Commitment
Have you preregistered your use of generative AI?

Adhering to open-science principles, make sure 
to preregister the prompts you'll use and make 

the AI tool’s input and output publicly 
available with your publication.


Replication Factor
Are you open to replicating your findings


with a different AI tool?

If your work relies heavily on a generative AI 
tool, consider confirming your results using a 
different generative AI tool where applicable.


Pre-Launch Transparency
Are all details about training data and algorithms shared


with an independent auditor?

Prior to public launch, all relevant data 
should be shared with an independent 

scientific organization for auditing purposes.


Ongoing Sharing
Are adaptations and algorithms continuously shared


with an independent auditing body?

Keep the independent auditing body in the loop 
regarding updates, adaptations, and algorithm 

changes.


Public Reporting Portal
Is there a platform for users to report biased


or inaccurate content?

A portal should be established for this 
purpose, and the independent auditing body 

should have full access to it.


Policy Adherence
Are your research policies aligned with these guidelines?

Research integrity policies should be 
compliant with these living guidelines.
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